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Chapter 3 

Big Data

Data is the currency of today’s digital enterprise. Essential to your 

digital transformation journey is the ability to move, transform, 

integrate, and improve data quality—any type of data, from any 

source, at any frequency. You need an enterprise-ready, distributed 

computing solution to help uncover actionable insights from big data. 

Big data is identified with the characteristics of 3Vs: volume, velocity, and variety.

Volume refers to the large scale of data, running into multiple terabytes and peta-

bytes; velocity refers to the speed at which the data is generated especially streaming

data from sources like Internet of Things (IoT) sensors; and variety refers to the differ-

ent types of data: structured, unstructured, and semi-structured. Companies now

collect data along all these dimensions. Unlike in the past, when most of the data was

largely transactional in nature, using a relational database paradigm to store, process,

and consume data can’t keep up with today’s reality of big data. 

Your IT strategy must keep up with the latest technological advances to reduce and

bridge data silos, manage cloud as well as hybrid deployment strategies, leverage new

data architectures like “data lakes” of unstructured data, and handle new types of

data such as spatial and streaming IoT data. 

In this chapter, we’ll first introduce you to big data in general, looking at what big

data is and why you need it. Then, we’ll introduce the tools and products SAP offers

to support this technology, while describing some industry-specific and line of busi-

ness (LOB) use cases supported by these tools and products.

3.1    What Is Big Data?

Data has become central to any business, especially with the advent of big data from

the influx of new sources like streaming data, social media data, and other types of

unstructured data. While you may still rely on transactional databases that underpin
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your core business processes, new sources of data play an increasingly important role

in your business in an unprecedented way. A universal data fabric is an architectural

approach and set of data services to provide consistent capabilities and services that

spans on-premise and multi-cloud environments and helps simplify the manage-

ment of data integration and enable digital transformation for your organization.

This universal data fabric answers questions that arise in the process, such as the fol-

lowing:

� Should I have different specialty databases for different types of data?

� Should each database operate in its own environment?

� How do I eliminate lag times arising from integrating these different environ-

ments?

Such an architecture also addresses the following requirements:

� Performance

An infrastructure that delivers data at the speed your users and processes require

and your business demands. 

� Freedom

As data is generated by your users, systems (both in the cloud and on-premise) and

a variety of third parties, you need the data to flow unconstrained and seamlessly.

� Data models

You’ll need to model the data to your specific business goals. With big data, data

discovery is critical for finding relationships and unearthing hidden insights.

� Independence

You’ll need to be able to scale; your computing power should not limit your data,

and your data should not limit your computing power.

� Low latency

Though data is being generated at an unprecedented rate, to keep up with the

needs of your business, this data needs to be available for incorporation into trans-

actions, automated processes, and analytics as soon as the data is created.

� Governance

While ensuring data availability and usability needs, data integrity and security

cannot be compromised.

� Frictionless

Ensure seamless interoperability to combine structured data and new data

sources as data is created without exposing the underlying complexity of the var-

ious data types.
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In addition, a typical company’s data management landscape will have evolved over

the years to address the following individual business needs: 

� Enterprise data warehouses 

Generally a single data warehouse to support the entire enterprise; this need arises

from the requirement to connect processes across transactional applications and

subsequently integrate the transactional processes with enterprise business intel-

ligence. 

� Data marts

Allows you to draw data from multiple sources to optimize and support a business

application or business needs. A data mart is often optimized to function opera-

tionally to answer business questions that need to be answered right away to take

action. 

� Data lakes

Generally on a big data platform like Hadoop or Spark with the intent to store and

mine all IoT data streaming from sensors across numerous locations, both within

and outside your company, in its raw form. The data is then transferred from the

data lake to a data warehouse or a data mart to organize and refine it, so it can be

used for decision-making at all levels of an organization. 

The SAP HANA Data Management Suite addresses these needs by enabling you to col-

lect and combine all types of data, in real time, on a single platform. The SAP HANA

Data Management Suite allows you to reduce data sprawl, analyze data in an instant,

and solve previously unsolvable business problems, greatly simplifying your transi-

tion to an intelligent enterprise. As shown in Figure 3.1, the SAP HANA Data Manage-

ment Suite enables secure, governed, enterprise-class applications and analytics by

providing an open, hybrid, and multicloud-enabled solution suite that can orches-

trate all your data in a trusted, unified landscape. 

The SAP HANA Data Management Suite enables you to manage your data end-to-end,

from capturing the data; to ingesting and processing the data; and, finally, to orches-

trating, computing, and consuming the data. In the process, SAP HANA Data Manage-

ment Suite can act as your decision factory by taking raw data, cleaning, and bringing

it into a trusted format that can be used by applications, analytics, machine learning

or a range of other uses. It acts as a development platform for your applications that

need analytics on real-time transactions; for data governance, anonymization, and

pipeline flow to protect and refine data across the landscape; for modeling across

lines of business; for handling different data types and technology architectures; and

for providing in-memory, multimodel analytics and data processing on a distributed

computing framework. 
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Figure 3.1  SAP HANA Data Management Suite for Intelligent Enterprises

As shown in Figure 3.2, SAP HANA, SAP Data Hub, and SAP Cloud Platform Big Data

Services are key tools in the SAP HANA Data Management Suite for addressing big

data needs, which we’ll cover in the following sections.

Figure 3.2  SAP HANA Data Management Suite
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3.2    Universal Data Management Platform

SAP HANA, shown in Figure 3.3, provides you with a data processing architecture pur-

posely designed to address today’s data explosion so you can easily take advantage of

new technology breakthroughs. You can run real-time analytics on live transactions

without data replication by virtually or physically connecting to all data from any

source. In fact, SAP HANA goes a step further and provides next-generation hybrid

transactional/analytical processing (HTAP), with its unique ability not only to pro-

cess operational analytics on structured data, such as business transactions, but also

to apply advanced analytics processing, such as predictive machine learning or natu-

ral language processing on structured and unstructured data, for example, graph

data, spatial data, text, document store, searches, and live data streams. 

Figure 3.3  SAP HANA as a Business Data Platform for All Applications
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technical requirements. As you develop applications, whether on-premise or in the

cloud, openness is essential for fast innovation. SAP HANA supports both open and

industry standards such as network protocols (OData); containerization (Cloud

Foundry, Docket); security (SAML, LDAP, Kerberos); machine learning (TensorFlow,

R); app servers (J2EE, Hibernate); and programing languages (Java, Node.js, Python), to

name a few. Such capabilities help you achieve faster time to value and achieve imme-

diate business results by allowing you to act on live intelligence from all your data.

SAP HANA’s columnar, in-memory storage provides you the ability to achieve mas-

sive compression and computing performance. You’ll get real-time performance

metrics for analytics and transactions without complex tuning while avoiding data

latency. You won’t need to create and maintain indexes and aggregates anymore, as

you would in relational databases, to fine-tune query and report generation response

times. As a result, the time and effort needed to prepare the data for analysis will be

greatly reduced, all while flexibility is enhanced for analysis.

SAP HANA offers advanced data security, including a privacy protection framework

that supports data masking, encryption, anonymization, and authorization. Given

compliance requirements like General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the

increasing threat of data breaches, anonymization is becoming increasingly neces-

sary. SAP HANA provides sophisticated algorithms to anonymize data on the fly

without altering the original data to ensure specific data points cannot be traced

back to specific people. If you plan to share data from your SAP S/4HANA system

with new applications you build on SAP HANA, you can automatically take advan-

tage of SAP S/4HANA’s authorization settings as already implemented, thus saving

you time and effort. These features are key for preserving your customers’ trust and

for monetizing your data assets.

Finally, SAP HANA allows you to choose your own cloud provider, since SAP HANA is

designed to run on major cloud platforms in addition to on-premise. 

3.3    Big Data Operations Management

With a deluge of data, as shown in Figure 3.4, data often ends up in silos across the

enterprise, resulting in distributed landscapes and manual, siloed data operations.

Meeting the data access needs of the various LOBs can be a challenge. Lack of data

transparency due to difficulties in managing and orchestrating data across distrib-

uted data landscapes and the risk and burden of enforcing compliance across a mul-

titude of corporate and regulatory data policies can make innovating with big data a

daunting task.
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Figure 3.4  Data Deluge Makes Delivering Actionable Information Challenging
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SAP Data Hub, shown in Figure 3.6, is a multifaceted data operations solution de-

signed to manage the ever-increasing distributed data landscape resulting from big

data. SAP Data Hub helps you flexibly scale to orchestrate and automate the flow and

refinement process of big data (structured, unstructured, streaming, bulk transfers,

etc.), all in a single environment. 

Figure 3.6  SAP Data Hub
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� Data pipelining 

You can create, automate, and reuse powerful data pipelines to cleanse, conform,

transform, ingest, refine, orchestrate, prepare, and enrich information from a vari-

ety of sources across your organization, all while leaving the data where it resides.

You can define data operations processes by reusing existing code and libraries

consisting of several predefined and customizable operations. You can under-

stand the impact of quality problems on all downstream systems and applications

to drive efficient and speedy innovations through the consumption of big data.

� Data governance

Given the characteristics of the 3Vs of big data, delivering the right data to the

right users with the right context at the right time is vitally important. Data profil-

ing helps you analyze data to clarify its structure, uncover its relationships, deter-

mine deviation rules, and understand anomalies. Data profiling helps in data

discovery so you can evolve data models more quickly. Metadata cataloging helps

define, govern, and manage your metadata assets across enterprise systems with

disparate sources. 

Figure 3.7  SAP Data Hub for Intelligent Data
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Container Service), and Amazon Web Services (AWS). Apache Hadoop and embedded

Apache Spark are optional components. 

SAP Data Hub supports numerous data sources, for example, SAP HANA, SAP Vora,

SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW), Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), native

cloud storage like Amazon S3, Google Cloud Platform, Google Cloud Storage, Micro-

soft Azure, ADL, and WASB. SAP Data Hub also supports several messaging systems

like Kafka, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), NATS, and WAMP. Addi-

tional data sources can be connected via SAP Data Services.

With these capabilities, SAP Data Hub can help create value from your various big

data initiatives at scale by supporting agile, data-driven applications and processes,

for example:

� Data science and machine learning data management 

The use of machine learning on big data has vast applications across all industries,

for instance, risk profiling in insurance, credit analysis and generating automated

scoring models, predicting failures for automated preventive maintenance of

assets, and fraud detection, to name a few. Typically, these applications start as

data science projects where data scientists spend considerable time collecting,

cleansing, and organizing data from various sources (structured, unstructured,

streaming, etc.). 

SAP Data Hub can help you move from the prototype stage to production by iden-

tifying and refining all relevant data in a reliable and cost-efficient way. SAP Data

Hub provides you with a single solution to process machine learning and

advanced analytics algorithms using both SAP engines (SAP HANA Predictive

Analysis Library, SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation) as well as non-SAP

engines (Python, R, SparkML, TensorFlow, etc.) to quickly operationalize machine

learning outcomes back into enterprise processes to democratize their usage

beyond your data science team. In addition, SAP Data Hub provides extensive data

wrangling capabilities out of the box so that your data science team can spend less

time collecting and cleansing the data and more time analyzing the data to create

algorithms that help you rapidly innovate. 

� IoT data ingestion and orchestration 

IoT-enabled devices provide you with real-world performance information that

you can use to optimize your supply chain and logistics applications. You can

perform on-the-fly, context-aware rerouting and replanning to adjust to chang-

ing business conditions, by using the concept of a digital twin to test outcomes

and impacts of potential actions. As a result, you could provide better customer
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service, create new revenue-generating business models, and/or initiate smart

manufacturing by establishing predictive maintenance for your shop floor assets,

etc. The challenge you’ll need to overcome is integrating and analyzing vast

amounts of raw data streams and events from disparate sources with low-level

semantics and little or no business context. You must integrate IoT data with

enterprise data stored in data warehouses, data marts, enterprise applications, etc.

and be able to handle high volumes of data and complex computations. SAP Data

Hub helps you meet the challenges of point-to-point integration and allows you to

process disparate date from messaging systems, high-volume cloud storage, and

enterprise applications with event-based pipelines and can execute thousands of

pipelines in parallel at any time across highly distributed landscapes. 

� Intelligent data warehousing 

As your business grows, you’ll need to rapidly integrate and leverage new data

sources with your existing traditional data warehouses, data marts, big data

stores, and enterprise applications. Such situations can arise when you acquire or

merge with companies or start big data projects like Hadoop. SAP Data Hub’s capa-

bilities can help you with these goals.

� Governance and data cataloging

 SAP Data Hub’s centralized metadata catalog helps you effectively secure and gov-

ern an ever-increasing number of disparate data sources. This solution can crawl

through your connected sources automatically to discover entities and their rela-

tionships. All the valuable metadata can be gathered and stored in a centralized

information catalog so that you can search common data definitions and business

rules in a seamless fashion regardless of how diverse and distributed your data

source landscape is. The profiling capability helps you gain a deeper understand-

ing of the source data so you can create meaningful pipelines. 

� SAP HANA cold data tiering 

SAP Data Hub reduces total storage cost by optimizing integration from SAP HANA

into various object storages like HDFS, Amazon S3, ADL/WASB, GSC, etc. You’ll be

able to offload older, less frequently accessed data to a much lower-cost storage

options while still making this data accessible and usable whenever needed.

3.4    Big Data Services

Companies tend to start experimenting with leveraging big data by dipping their

toes into Hadoop pilot projects. Soon, they realize the enormous benefits of big data,
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and these one-off pilots become larger-scale projects with large Hadoop and Spark

big data clusters with multiple compute and storage nodes. 

Since Hadoop runs in a distributed manner on multiple nodes, a host of complexities

in this process often arise, including hundreds of Hadoop and Spark parameters to

configure, troubleshoot, maintain, and upgrade; cluster parameters to fine-tune; and

queries to modify to boost performance, among other things. In an on-premise

approach, you’ll need to consider the cost and lead time required to procure hard-

ware; the effort required to manage the data center daily; the need to keep up with

hardware and software installations and upgrades; the need to hire and train staff;

and the burden of dealing with evolving computing and storage needs (e.g. data

aging, training machine learning models, etc.).

Cloud-based big data platforms help you overcome all these challenges. These plat-

forms help you future-proof your investment in a scalable data platform, allowing

you to start small and grow your storage and computing resources over time by

leveraging elastic computing and storage capabilities. You can easily onboard new

big data sources like IoT, social media, mobile, etc. and quickly transition your proofs

of concepts (POCs) to proofs of value at production scale. Last, but not the least, flex-

ible, consumption-based pricing models allow you to efficiently allocate your capital.

SAP Cloud Platform Big Data Services, shown in Figure 3.8, provides all these benefits

in a one-stop solution that includes hardware, software, data center operations, and

support as well as integration with your SAP landscape. As a result, you can focus

your efforts on building big data-driven applications to achieve the desired business

outcomes and to reap the benefits of mining big data at petabyte scale.

SAP Cloud Platform Big Data Services run on infrastructure in data centers optimized

for big data. These servers provide the right balance of computing power, memory,

and disk storage for Hadoop and Spark workloads. The network provides bisectional

bandwidth to support high volumes of interserver traffic while lightweight contain-

ers avoid the performance penalty common in virtual machines. SAP provides 24/7

operational support to keep your clusters healthy and running. The management

tools found in the Unified Control Panel can provision your clusters, grow/shrink

them as needed, and monitor them on an ongoing basis. 

At the core of SAP Cloud Platform Big Data Services is Apache Hadoop and Spark,

which can serve as a platform for you to build applications and run big data work-

loads. You can run your choice of big data tools on Hadoop like analytics, data

exploration, custom applications, etc. Finally, the workbench is a server that acts as

an edge or gateway node to access the cluster. SAP provides tools for data transfer
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from common data stores like local file systems or Amazon S3. A web-based portal

can serve as a central access point for your administrators to manage users and view

cluster usage. 

Security is an integral part of the SAP Cloud Platform Big Data Services, which is SOC

2 Type II and HIPPA compliant. SAP enables Kerberos on the environment for distrib-

uted network authentication if needed.

Figure 3.8  SAP Cloud Platform Data Services
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users leverage big data to make well-informed decisions in real time. Both hardware

and software considerations as well as integration tools for your enterprise data and

analytics will need to be considered, as will data privacy and security, which are of

utmost importance. Taking a cloud approach has numerous advantages, both from a

cost perspective and from a scalability perspective, since big data has the power to

radically transform your business. 
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Chapter 5 

Machine Learning

Machine learning is a component of artificial intelligence (AI) that 

provides systems the ability to automatically and continuously learn 

to improve business understanding with the purpose of driving better 

outcomes.

Machine learning enables computers to complete operational tasks by learning from

large sets of operational data, outcomes, or historical data rather than just being

explicitly programmed to perform repeatable tasks. Machine learning often uses a

library of complex algorithms to learn from large sets of big data derived from multi-

ple sources. The general rule is that the more comprehensive the data available (for

example, larger sets of historical data dating back further in time, more seasons), the

more intelligent algorithms become (with better results and more accurate anomaly

detection). 

This chapter begins by introducing machine learning in general, explaining what the

technology is and how it works. We’ll then focus on the use of machine learning in

the context of enterprise applications. Next, we’ll look at SAP Leonardo Machine

Learning Foundation, before moving on to the application of machine learning

within existing SAP tools and products. In this section, we won’t go into depth about

each product in which machine learning can be embedded but rather, we’ll elaborate

on how machine learning can enrich these solutions. Finally, we’ll end the chapter

with a look at a brand-new offering from SAP: SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Auto-

mation.

5.1    What Is Machine Learning?

Data scientists use machine learning to explore, discover, and train algorithms to

detect patterns in big data. The goal is to use machine learning to derive new insights

and deliver new outcomes, through two categories of algorithms: supervised learn-

ing algorithms and unsupervised learning algorithms.
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Supervised machine learning is often the starting point for beginners and more com-

monly used when the context, processes, or outcome are more descriptive or better

known by humans. Examples of algorithms used by supervised learning are linear

and logistic regression, multiclass classification, and support vector machines. In

supervised machine learning, a data scientist takes the lead to decide the inputs and

desired outputs to program the algorithm with an end design and expected descrip-

tive result in mind. Therefore, with supervised learning, the algorithm’s outputs are

already known and require that the input data used to train the algorithm is already

labeled. In this case, supervised learning can improve existing processes in terms of

performance or efficiency with a focus on automation.

Unsupervised machine learning is closer to what we define as artificial intelligence

and emphasizes the exploration of data through continuous learning. In this case,

algorithms learn to identify anomalies and patterns in data without human interven-

tion and train themselves through continuous data exploration. Today, we’ve only

just started exploring the possibilities with unsupervised learning, which is often

used for simpler use cases. However, this area shows much promise, and unsuper-

vised machine learning may lend itself to solving much more complex problems that

humans normally lack the capacity to solve. 

In unsupervised learning, new data inputs are identified and relabeled with new cat-

egories. For example, IoT sensor data like friction, vibration, and temperature could

all be identified as triggers/symptoms related to malfunctioning or incorrectly

installed spare parts in machinery. Often, the inputs and outputs are unexpected and

have changed over time as the algorithm learns or accesses more relevant inputs and

delivers more valuable results. The outcome of unsupervised learning can result in

creating new business processes and/or inspire a process change. In reality, a combi-

nation of both supervised and unsupervised learning is used for executing machine

learning principles.

At a broad level, the output of a machine learning algorithm is based on the algo-

rithm used with the training data. Typical modeling categories include the following: 

� Regression 

Regression analysis is based on statistical modeling and is used for causal infer-

ences. Regressions are performed through the usage of independent and depen-

dent variables. Regression analysis determines the correlation between the

outcomes by predicting the dependent variable based on the value of independent

variables. For training data, values for both variables are provided. The model fits
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a regression line, which can be used to predict the value on the test data. Figure 5.1

shows an example of a regression analysis where a regression line is fit for the

dependent variable of sales revenue based on the independent variable values of

the sales promotion budget and the new product research budget. This regression

line can be used to predict future sales revenue based on the sales promotion and

product research budget. SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation and solu-

tions like demand sensing include various sophisticated regression models for

predictive analytics. 

Figure 5.1  Machine Learning Regression Example

� Classification 

The goal of a classification model is categorizing an object into a group of preiden-

tified categories based on its attributes. Thousands of fraudulent credit card trans-

actions are now checked through machine learning classification models, where,

based on attributes of the transaction, fraudulent transactions are flagged from

thousands of transactions in real time. Another example, shown in Figure 5.2,

is based on image recognition to identify a product. In this example, the asset

maintenance team takes a picture of a worn-out part and feeds the image into the

SAP Leonardo system. 

Sales Promotion and New Product Research Budget
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Using the classification algorithm, machine learning can identify the critical part

and monitors its current inventory in the plant from among thousands of the

other parts. Then, through the integrated enterprise system, machine learning can

offer the option to order additional quantities from inventory at the warehouse or

to create a purchase order to procure from a supplier so that no production stop-

pages occur due to the part not being available in a timely manner. This example

demonstrates the huge transformative potential of machine learning in inventory

management for maintenance parts and the associated process efficiency gains. 

Figure 5.2  Machine Learning Classification Example

� Clustering

Clustering is an example of unsupervised learning aimed at grouping a population

into meaningful clusters relevant for business actions and decision-making. The

expectation is that members of the same cluster or group will share more similar-

ities than members of the other clusters. The number of clusters for a population

size can be either provided to the algorithm or can be calculated by the machine

learning cluster modeling algorithm. Figure 5.3 shows the example of a cluster

algorithm output by SAP Leonardo in which for an online retail company, custom-

ers are grouped based on their yearly income and the yearly purchase amount. As

shown in Figure 5.3, customers can be grouped into three separate identifiable

clusters; these clusters can be used for targeted sales promotion programs,

focused advertising, or creating upsell opportunities. Such intelligence enhances

the effectiveness of sales and marketing budgets, creates revenue, generates

opportunities, lowers the revenue-to-cost ratio for each customer, and generates

long-term customer loyalty. 

Product ID – 457682523

Product name – Gear nut 7876

Current inventory at plant 2021 – 5

Supplier – AAA Machineries

Order part from warehouse –

Create the purchase order for supplier –
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Figure 5.3  Machine Learning Cluster Example

Two types of machine learning approaches exist, as follows:

� Embedded machine learning 

This approach is appropriate for simple cases like trending or forecasting or for

algorithms with low CPU/RAM/data demands. Data located in S/4HANA is suffi-

cient for model training—no need for massive amounts of external data for train-

ing. The required algorithms are provided by SAP HANA (e.g. the Predictive

Analysis Library, the Automated Predictive Library (APL), text analysis) and han-

dled by the SAP Predictive Analytics integrator in terms of machine learning

model lifecycle management.

� Side-by-side machine learning 

This approach is appropriate for deep learning cases like image or language pro-

cessing or neural networks with high CPU/RAM/data demands. The machine

learning logic resides in the SAP Cloud Platform while the business logic can be

based on SAP S/4HANA or SAP Cloud Platform. Huge volumes of external data are

required for model training, with a focus on processing unstructured data.
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Figure 5.4 shows the architecture involved in machine learning; on the center left,

you’ll see an example of embedded machine learning used within SAP S/4HANA or

applications whereby machine learning runs side-by-side, such as the case in the

upper right corner where SAP S/4HANA machine learning applications use SAP Leon-

ardo Machine Learning Foundation’s business and technical services. 

Figure 5.4  Machine Learning Architecture

5.2    Machine Learning Foundation

The solution of choice for building, creating, and testing machine learning algo-

rithms for applications is SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation, which pro-

vides users and companies the ability to build, test, execute, modify, and maintain

algorithms. 

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation is used for creating customized

machine learning applications. Users of all levels, including novice beginners with

no data-science skills, can use the toolset and library of existing templates and

algorithms to experiment, edit, modify, and test, while advanced users can use the

platform to create sophisticated algorithms. SAP Leonardo Machine Learning
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Foundation can also connect multiple stakeholders, including developers, partners,

and customers, to share machine learning technologies through the SAP Cloud Plat-

form.

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation is a cloud-based product with a ready-

to-use services library with prebuilt algorithms to train, test, and execute algorithms

using custom data sources or multiple data sources. The ability to integrate third-

party solutions and data sources for data flow streams, such as Google TensorFlow

models, is also possible. The solution can help you easily develop and improve cus-

tomized applications processes with machine learning rules and provides the option

of using different data types with algorithms specializing in image, speech, text, and

time-series data. 

As shown in Figure 5.5, SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation empowers end

users to execute machine learning processes embedded through applications. Some

capabilities are as follows:

� Developers can use reusable machine learning services to build into their applica-

tions. 

� Data scientists can perform the training of models as a service by implementing

their own models. 

Figure 5.5  SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation
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� Retraining as a service can be used to customize or modify existing machine learn-

ing models. 

� You can bring your own model and deploy existing results as a service. 

� Services can be embedded into business applications.

Enterprise systems can serve as data sources via the cloud connector in SAP Cloud

Platform Connectivity, or you can use SAP Data Hub to connect to an SAP S/4HANA

or SAP HANA database system.

The main functional services in SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation include

algorithms for image, text, and speech processing. Customized machine learning ser-

vices can be used with your own data using training APIs and custom models. You

can also consume the services via REST APIs using the consumption APIs. 

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation’s image processing capabilities include

the following functionalities:

� Image classification

Classifies an image into generic categories, such as attribute types, color, size,

image theme, etc.

� Customizable image classification

Create a custom image classification service with your own data to recognize your

own classification types.

� Customizable image object detection

Create a service that localizes and recognizes custom objects in images.

� Image feature extraction

Represents the content of an image as a vector, which can be used for search or

finding pictures with similar content.

� Optical character recognition (OCR) and scene text recognition

Processes document scans or images containing text and extracts texts and num-

bers.

� Human detection and face detection

Detect pictures that show humans or human faces. 

� Face feature extraction

Represents a picture of a face as a vector, which can be used to find pictures with

matching faces.
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� Multi-instance image segmentor

Partitions an image into multiple segments, typically used to detect boundaries or

locate objects.

Figure 5.6 shows SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation’s image processing

capabilities and examples of image processing microservices. 

Figure 5.6  Machine Learning Image Classification

SAP Conversational AI is a platform to include capabilities for natural language pro-

cessing technology. This platform can be used to create custom bots that can under-

stand and communicate with customers and automate repeatable tasks efficiently.

Industry-specific, off-the-shelf customer support bots make for quick and easy imple-

mentation. Speech capabilities include the following:

� Speech-to-text processing: Converting speech into text. 

� Text-to-speech processing: Converting text into speech.

Figure 5.7 shows SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation’s speech processing

capability and example microservices.

Which objects are shown in the image? 

What is the text displayed in an image?

Which pictures show identical persons?

User Image Processing APIs

• Customizable image classification

• Customizable image object detection

• Human detection; face detection

• Customizable image feature extraction

• Face feature extraction

• Optical character recognition (OCR);
   scene text recognition

• Image segmentation

Image Speech Text
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Figure 5.7  SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation Speech Processing

Finally, text processing services include the following:

� Topic detection services

Extracts topics and keywords from documents and assigns the documents to the

most relevant topics.

� Customizable text classification

Use custom text data to create your own text classification service.

� Text feature extraction

Represent the content of a text document as vector, which you can be used for

retrieving similar documents.

� Language detection

Detects the language of a given text.

� Translation

Translate texts into different languages, specifically suited for SAP-related content

to provide accurate terminology.

Figure 5.8 shows SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation’s text processing capa-

bilities and its related microservices.

User Speech Processing APIs

• Speech-to-Text

• Text-to-Speech

Image Speech Text

How can I convert speech to written
text and vice versa?
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Figure 5.8  SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation Text

5.3    Embedded Machine Learning

Machine learning technology is currently embedded in several SAP solutions, from

the digital core to planning, execution, and innovation platforms, and will be embed-

ded in additional solutions in the future. Figure 5.9 shows some areas where machine

learning is planned to be embedded into existing solutions. 

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation as a technology is presented as a toolkit

to create applications or services or to be embedded into existing products. The three

main categories are:

� Conversational experience, through SAP Conversational AI

� Intelligent applications and embedded solutions

� Machine learning and data science platform (SAP Leonardo Machine Learning

Foundation)

In the following sections, we’ll walk through a nonexhaustive sample of products and

new capabilities derived from machine learning. Figure 5.10 shows a summary of

machine learning process improvements by product. 

How can I classify or match text
contents?

What are the key words and topics
of text documents?

User Text Processing APIs

• Customizable text classification

• Text feature extraction

• Topic detection

• Language detection

• Translation

• Customizable similarity scoring

Image Speech Text
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Figure 5.9  SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation Solutions

Figure 5.10  SAP Machine Learning Roadmap
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5.3.1    Machine Learning with SAP Concur

SAP Concur has continuously looked for opportunities to reduce manual processes

via machine learning and intelligence. The SAP Concur team started with eliminating

the manual processes associated with expense reports. Using SAP Leonardo Machine

Learning Foundation’s image processing services, a user can take a picture of a re-

ceipt, and the service will automatically add the receipt to an expense report with the

right amount, description, and expense classifications. The same capabilities were

also used for other expense processes, invoice processing, and travel expenses. These

processes now recognize receipt images and automatically create expense report

entries via machine learning. 

Expense processes automatically sense and process the text of a receipt, deriving cur-

rency, amount, dates, supplier, location, and the type of receipt to be included in your

expense report. Some additional areas where SAP Concur is using machine learning

are as follows:

� Concur Expense uses machine learning technologies in conjunction with Office

365 to enable users to create expense report entries directly from emailed receipts. 

� Concur Detect uses machine learning to uncover expense fraud, errors, and com-

pliance issues in real time, therefore auditing 100% of your expense reports.

� Concur Locate builds on machine learning to predict where employees are located

through credit card data, itineraries, and other sources, enabling companies to

help keep their employees safe in the event of an emergency. 

� Hipmunk’s Natural Language Processing (NLP) uses AI-powered travel search and

travel bots to integrate with your calendar and provide travel advice and recom-

mendations. 

� TripIt leverages machine learning to give users a mobile interface experience by

automatically integrating emails from travel bookings, Airbnb, Uber, flights, and

hotel data. 

� Concur Slack Beta allows users to type natural language commands into Slack, like

“expense $5 to Uber” and populate expense reports in near real time. 

� Concur Invoice uses machine learning to extract data from invoices and scale their

managed invoice capture service. An area experiencing growth, higher-volume

OCR extraction can be accomplished with lower technology and operational costs.

Figure 5.11 show the main capabilities for invoicing, expense, and travel associated

with SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation.
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Figure 5.11  SAP Concur with Embedded Machine Learning Capabilities

5.3.2    Machine Learning with SAP SuccessFactors

SAP SuccessFactors is a cloud-based human resource (HR) management solution that

covers multiple features, from payroll to employee engagement, scorecards, and per-

formance management.

With SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation embedded into SAP SuccessFac-

tors, the following functional improvements were made:

� People insights 

The ability to use historical data provides the ability to simulate and predict what

could happen next. Better understand your people, the organization, and how

they behave and evolve. HR and management can analyze the effects of, for exam-

ple, organizational change and determine what positive or negative effects certain

actions have on employees, including providing flight risk predictions and influ-

encer analysis.

� Learning 

Personalized learning recommendations can assist individual employees with a

focused development path. In this case, all new personalized learning recommenda-

tions are powered by machine learning capabilities with SAP Leonardo. These tar-

geted recommendations are based on taking what an organization knows about an

employee, such as their learning history, and apply machine learning algorithms.

Employees can maximize relevance by indicating topics of interest, which helps to

focus the recommendation engine on delivering the best courses that match their

preferences.
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� Service ticket intelligence

SAP SuccessFactors can now provide HR services with intelligent, automated pro-

cesses which include capabilities to read, categorize, solve, route, and propose

solutions for HR ticketing tasks. The SAP SuccessFactors digital assistant is a per-

sonalized HR resource for all employees, which enables instant access to informa-

tion and actions across a broad range of HR activities though a conversational

interface. In this case, machine learning speech services can be used to retrieve Q&

A information via speech-to-text user interactions on mobile or desktop devices.

These capabilities are now accessible through the SAP SuccessFactors solution as

well as through other solutions like Slack and Microsoft Teams. 

� Recruiting

An intelligent job analyzer reviews and recommends the proper length of job

descriptions and scans for gender bias to identify and recommend replacements

for unconscious bias. Other suggested recommendations, such as salary band rec-

ommendations, can be based on a machine learning analysis of salary data by

comparing salary to job difficulty.

� Resume matching 

Resume matching capabilities compare and pick appropriate applicants’ resumes

with open positions, based on skills, location, and experience. SAP Leonardo

Machine Learning Foundation provides capabilities for finding suitable candi-

dates based on job requirements for open positions. Scoring metrics and quantifi-

cation scores with matching visualization assist managers to filter to a shortlist of

suitable candidates. 

5.3.3    Machine Learning with SAP Fieldglass

SAP Fieldglass Live Insights is a new machine learning-based solution to use data-

driven insights and services to help decision-makers benchmark, plan, predict, and

simulate talent processing.

The solution focuses on a recruiter’s skills and soft skills, not just their previous job

titles, by using machine learning algorithms. SAP Fieldglass is one of the world’s larg-

est source of transactional workforce data, which makes it ideal for machine learning

services to derive new insights. These machine learning services now simulate pri-

mary and alternative suggested job locations and predict alternative roles based on

the ideal talent you’re looking to hire.

These machine learning services provide skills-matching algorithms provided by a

rule-based engine that allows you to define which skills are most critical versus skills
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that are optional for the role. The machine learning service can then source millions

of records to display alternative roles that best match the ideal skillset, using analyt-

ics. With this new insight, decision-makers can determine which skills are in short

supply and determine a competitive salary for a job vacancy, including time to fill

and candidates per role, for both permanent and talent options.

Executives can strategize by simulating and predicting in real time. SAP Data Net-

work can assist with data-driven hiring decisions and help determine a corrective

placement approach. Within a single view, decision-makers can see:

� Total cash to acquire a new hire

� Time required to fill a position

� Your successful hiring rates

� Alternative roles and locations for lowest total cash and shortest time-to-fill values

Machine learning can provide decision-makers with certainty and factual insights to

make informative decisions, therefore enhancing confidence in their business case.

SAP Data Network, live insights for workforce, is integrated with hiring processes

running in the SAP Fieldglass solution, so once an decision-maker decides on an

approach for hiring, the necessary workflows are triggered.

5.3.4    Machine Learning for Enterprise Applications

SAP delivers enhancements that enable companies to act on live data by integrating

new intelligent applications using SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation and

predictive capabilities directly into the digital core. In this section, we’ll only show-

case a few, selects example of new enterprise applications created through the use of

machine learning:

� SAP Cash Application 

You can consult the SAP Cash Application to see the number of invoices to be pro-

cessed. This application uses machine learning to automatically clear matching

payments with invoices. If the payments cannot clear automatically, the algo-

rithm suggests the best-fitting invoices.

� SAP Brand Impact 

SAP Brand Impact is a product that uses machine learning image recognition ser-

vices to analyze brand logos within videos to determine their exposure in terms of

time and the position they appear on the screen, like upper right or lower left. 
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� Digital sales and after sales services 

The next enterprise machine learning application is designed to replace spare

parts and broken products. You can upload a photo of the broken product and use

the machine learning image feature extraction algorithm to determine a similar-

ity score. Also, the image feature extraction algorithm can be used to analyze prod-

uct catalog images using the feature vectors database to derive similarity scores.

You’ll then be presented with several materials or products with the highest simi-

larity scores. The product can then be selected and ordered. 

� Legal document classification 

This application can identify and rate legal documents relevant for product design

and development. Typically, legal documents are available on the publicly accessi-

ble servers of governments with over 1,000 legal changes at any given moment.

This feature can determine if a new legal change is relevant or important. Missing

a legal change can have severe impact on your company.

The solution leverages several SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation text

analysis services: language detection, text classification, similarities coding, and

text feature abstraction. With integration of these services, new laws and regula-

tions can be immediately detected once documents are published and deter-

mined to be relevant. The overview page shows a quick preview of all the legal

documents with an assessment of their relevance appearing on the top to the left

of the document. 

The details of the document show relevance and similar documents while highlight-

ing the importance of the paragraph. The machine learning algorithm’s confi-

dence in detecting relevant changes is shown in the intensity of the highlighting.

Darker blue indicates more relevant. The machine learning text processing ser-

vices used in this case are the text feature extraction and text feature classification

algorithms. Finally, the solution provides users with a reduction in time, effort, and

risk.

5.4    Robotic Process Automation

Robotic process automation (RPA) accelerates the digital transformation of business

processes by automatically replicating tedious actions that have no added value. RPA

is available in two main types: 
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� Unattended 

Fully automated process, where robots are working autonomously with human

supervision only

� Attended 

Partially automated process, where robots are coworking with human beings, also

called robotic desktop automation 

RPA solutions automate repetitive tasks traditionally performed by humans

without modifying existing business systems. Some typical RPA activities include

the following:

� Extract data through various connectors, for example, Excel files, PDFs, external

apps, websites, third-party apps, and enter this data into a finance system

� Log on to enterprise instances, collect purchase requisitions, and distribute to

shared service center (SSC) teams

� Download various reports, which can be collated and saved in shared drive

� Check ticket inboxes in a Shared Service Center and route tickets to bots

� Search invoices by reference number in various ERP instances

RPA can impact almost any line of business in just about any industry. Think of situ-

ations where someone must access multiple systems or manually process artifacts

according to a set of rules. Let’s look at a few examples:

� Procure-to-pay

Many procure-to-pay processes (P2P) span multiple systems including ERPs,

CRMs, banks, and logistics companies—systems not easily integrated. You can pro-

cess invoices with computing power and connect to multiple backend systems

while saving time, improving accuracy, enforcing policies, and allocating resources

to high-value activities. With RPA, invoices from third parties can be processed with

computer vision and connected to multiple backend systems, which saves time,

improves accuracy, and easily allows the enforcement of procurement policies.

� Insurance claims processing

Insurance claims processing is another example of too many manual steps. You

can access a dozen or more disparate systems, process unstructured data, inter-

pret text, make decisions, offer suggestions, and track progress in real time.

� Access and bring data together

RPA can automatically connect to disparate systems, interpret text, make deci-

sions, and track progress in real time. You’re creating more data than ever, all

spread across many systems, and bringing that data together for reporting can be
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time-consuming. RPA can automatically access these systems; get the data

(whether via an API or a manual extraction, for older systems); bring the data

together; and based on an understanding of the data, decide how to disseminate

the report. RPA can be set up to know that, if certain data sources contain too

many error log entries, the report must go to a different distribution list. The

options for access and bringing data together include the following:

– Access legacy systems, Excel files, third-party portals, websites, etc.

– Bring together data from disparate systems and generate regular reporting 

– Intelligently determine dissemination based on content status

Current RPA systems in the market interact with systems like a user. You’re replacing

the person using a laptop with a bot, and many times, this bot is interacting with

other bots. These bots use the same UI as a person, but you’ll need to ask some of the

following questions: 

� What happens if the UI changes? 

� What happens when the system is updated? System maintenance becomes a risk. 

� A person can easily relearn, but what about an RPA bot?

These bots typically scrape the UI of systems, like a web crawler looking at webpages.

This approach may reduce the manual nature of the previous process, but now, the

process is far more complex. That complexity means that an inherent risk exists

even updating or upgrading your systems. If one piece changes, the entire thing

could break.

When SAP automates systems, the actual APIs behind the UI are being used. Updating

the system and breaking the UI has no risk to the bot because the APIs stay stable.

SAP’s intent is to deliver an intelligent, integrated automation suite so that you don’t

spend time and effort resolving deployment/tool issues rather than leveraging the

potential of RPA. If the basic expectations of RPA are fulfilled as promised, great

opportunities can be opened up for analyzing the process-level data that a process is

executed on and for formulating a suggestive/prescriptive mode of process model-

ing, with self-driving robots unleashing the complete potential of RPA. In this sce-

nario is where SAP’s strength of integration and the significance of SAP Leonardo

Machine Learning Foundation are more relevant than ever.

SAP has launched the SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Automation solution where

RPA is the “hands” and the “legs” of the robot, whereas SAP Leonardo Machine Learn-

ing Foundation acts as the “brain” that makes decisions, and where conversational AI
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can play an interfacing role to receive and disseminate instructions digitally. Figure

5.12 shows the three groups of capabilities: interact, execute, and optimize.

Figure 5.12  SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Automation Scope

The solution has the following key modules: 

� Modeler for graphically designing bot workflows

� Repository for storing individual process steps as well as for reusing steps during

the design phase 

� Runtime environment for managing robot deployments in various virtual/on-

premise/hybrid environments

� Monitoring tool for an overview of the robots in action, including work completed,

progress, service-level agreement fulfillment, risk mitigation, etc.

Figure 5.13 shows the key modules found in SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Automa-

tion.

Figure 5.13  Key Modules
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SAP aims to realize their vision for SAP Intelligent Robotic Process Automation in

multiple phases. With phase 1, SAP intends to deliver the core solution with four

critical components: design, repository, runtime, and monitor. This SAP S/4HANA-

focused release will include SAP S/4HANA-specific preconfigured content out of the

box and will include the ability to integrate with SAP S/4HANA APIs, machine learn-

ing services, and SAP Conversational AI. In phase 2, SAP intends to extend SAP Intel-

ligent Robotic Process Automation for the wider SAP portfolio, including SAP

SuccessFactors, SAP Concur, etc., depending upon how use cases are prioritized.

Phase 3 move towards cognitive modes after gaining some experience through mul-

tiple robot deployments. Thus, SAP can make robots more and more AI enabled with

a prescriptive mode that can remodel processes and can self-correct. 

5.5    Summary

Machine learning technologies enable computers to complete operational tasks by

learning from large sets of operational data, outcomes, or historical data. Machine

learning opens up a dialogue around using automated machine-driven to repurpose

human effort to more high-value tasks, while automation focuses on areas character-

ized by a high degree of repetition.

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation as technology is present as a toolkit to

create new applications, services or embedding machine learning into existing prod-

ucts. SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation is used for building, creating, and

testing machine learning algorithms for applications. Machine learning in enterprise

applications delivers enhancements that make have made it easier than ever for

companies to run on live insights by integrating new, intelligent applications using

SAP Leonardo Machine Learning Foundation and predictive capabilities directly into

the digital core.
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